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Abstract
We present fastHan, an open-source toolkit
for four basic tasks in Chinese natural lan-
guage processing: Chinese word segmenta-
tion, Part-of-Speech tagging, named entity
recognition, and dependency parsing. The
kernel of fastHan is a joint many-task model
based on a pruned BERT, which uses the first 8
layers in BERT. We also provide a 4-layer base
version of model compressed from the 8-layer
model. The joint-model is trained and evalu-
ated in 13 corpora of four tasks, yielding near
state-of-the-art (SOTA) performance in the de-
pendency parsing task and SOTA performance
in the other three tasks. In addition to its small
size and excellent performance, fastHan is also
very user-friendly. Implemented as a python
package, fastHan allows users to easily down-
load and use it. Users can get what they want
with one line of code, even if they have little
knowledge of deep learning. The project is re-
leased on Github 1.
1 Introduction
Recently, the need for Chinese natural language
processing (NLP) has a dramatic increase for many
downstream applications. There exist four basic
tasks for Chinese NLP: Chinese word segmenta-
tion (CWS), Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging, named
entity recognition (NER), and dependency parsing.
These basic tasks are usually the cornerstones or
provide useful features for other downstream tasks.
Chinese is different from English. There are no
obvious boundaries between all characters in a Chi-
nese sentence. CWS is to divide a Chinese charac-
ter sequence into a sequence of words. POS tagging
is to mark the POS of each word, like adjective,
verb, noun, and so on. NER recognizes meaningful
proprietary names (named entities) in the text, and
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mainly studies the recognition of person names,
place names, and organization names. Dependency
parsing is based on the theory of dependency gram-
mar to construct a dependency grammar tree of
sentences. CWS is a character-level task while
others are word-level tasks.
There are many pieces of research on how to
perform multi-corpus training on these tasks and
how to conduct multi-task joint training. There are
differences between tasks and corpus. The task is
a broader title, like CWS and POS tagging. Each
task has several corpora, and each corpus has differ-
ent criteria. A joint model can solve multiple tasks
and multiple criteria at the same time. Chen et al.
(2017) explore adversarial multi-criteria learning
for CWS, proving more knowledge can be mined
through training model in more corpora. Ng and
Low (2004) use cross-label to label the POS so that
POS tagging and CWS can be trained jointly. Re-
sults of the CWS task are contained in the output
of the POS tagging task. Wang et al. (2013) firstly
solve the CWS task by segmenting a sentence into
a word lattice, then using the word lattice to solve
the POS tagging task and dependency parsing task.
Yan et al. (2020) uses the dependency arc of the
“APP” label to jointly train the word-level depen-
dency parsing task and character-level CWS task
with the biaffine parser.
FastHan trains the BERT-based (Devlin et al.,
2018) joint-model in 13 corpora to solve the above
four tasks. Through multi-task learning, fastHan
shares knowledge among the four tasks. There is a
strong correlation between these tasks. For exam-
ple, the model will perform better in the other three
word-level tasks if its word segmentation ability is
stronger. The joint training of POS tagging and de-
pendency parsing can improve each other’s perfor-
mance (Zhang et al., 2020) and so on. This shared
information can improve fastHan’s performance on
these tasks. Besides, training in more corpora can
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obtain a larger vocabulary, which can reduce the
situation of the model encountering character out
of vocabulary. What’s more, the joint-model can
greatly reduce the occupied space. Compared with
training a model for each task, the joint-model can
reduce the occupied space by four times.
FastHan has two versions of the kernel model,
base and large. The large version of the model uses
the first eight layers of BERT, and the base version
of the model uses the Theseus strategy (Xu et al.,
2020) to compress the large version of the model
to four layers. To improve the performance of the
model, fastHan has done a lot of optimization. For
example, using the output of POS tagging to im-
prove the performance on the dependency parsing
task, using Theseus strategy to improve the perfor-
mance of the base version model, and so on.
Overall, fastHan has advantages as follows:
Small size: The total parameter of the base
model is 151MB, and the large model is 262MB.
High accuracy: The base version of the model
achieved good results in all tasks, while the large
version of the model approached SOTA in depen-
dency parsing and achieved SOTA performance in
other tasks.
Easy to use: Implemented as a python package,
users just need one line of code to load the model
or process sentences.
For developers of downstream applications, they
do not need to do repetitive work for basic tasks
and do not need to understand complex codes like
BERT. Even if users have little knowledge of deep
learning, by using fastHan they can get the results
of SOTA performance quickly and easily. In ad-
dition, the smaller size can reduce the need for
hardware, so that fastHan can be deployed on more
platforms.
2 Proposed Model
The kernel of fastHan is a joint-model, which per-
forms multi-task learning in 13 corpora of the four
tasks. The architecture of the model is shown in
Figure 1. For this model, sentences of different
tasks are first added with corpus tags at the begin-
ning of the sentence, and then the feature vectors
are sent to the decoding layer through the BERT-
based feature extraction layer. The decoding layer
will use different decoders according to the current
task: use conditional random field (CRF) to de-
code in the NER task; use MLP and CRF to decode
feature vector
decoder
of four
tasks
encoder
based on
BERT
 input data <corpus tag>  c1  c2  ...   ci    cj  ...  cn 
Transformer Blocks
word embedding
     v<tag>     v1  v2  ...   vi    vj  ...  vn 
MLP-CWS
CRF-CWS
MLP-POS
CRF-POS
biaffine parser CRF-NER
     h<tag>     h1  h2  ...   hi    hj  ...  hn 
Figure 1: Architechture of the proposed model. Here
input data are the input characters that have been vec-
torized.
in POS tagging and CWS task; use the output of
POS tagging task combined with biaffine parser to
decode in dependency parsing task.
Each task uses independent label set here, CWS
uses label set Y = {B,M,E, S}; POS tagging
uses cross-labels set based on {B,M,E, S}; NER
uses cross-labels set based on {B,M,E, S,O};
dependency parsing uses arc head and arc label to
represent dependency grammar tree.
2.1 BERT-based feature extraction layer
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) is a language model
trained in large-scale corpus. The pre-trained
BERT can be used to encode the input sequence.
We take the output of the last layer of transformer
blocks as the feature vector of the sequence. The at-
tention (Vaswani et al., 2017) mechanism of BERT
can extract rich and semantic information related to
the context. In addition, the calculation of attention
is parallel in the entire sequence, which is faster
than the feature extraction layer based on LSTM.
In addition, we add layer pruning and corpus tags
to BERT.
Layer Pruning: The original BERT has 12 lay-
ers of transformer blocks, which will occupy a lot
of memory space. Even if the calculations in the
transformer are parallel, the time cost of calculating
12 times is very high for these basic tasks. Inspired
by Huang et al. (2019), we only use 4 or 8 lay-
ers. Our experiment found that using the first eight
layers performs well on all tasks, and after com-
pressing, four layers are enough for CWS, POS
tagging, and NER.
Corpus Tags: Compared to linear projection
layer, we use corpus tags to distinguish various
tasks and corpora. Each corpus of each task corre-
sponds to a specific corpus tag, and the embedding
of these tags needs to be initialized and trained in
fine-tuning. As shown in Figure 1, before inputting
the sequence into BERT, we add the corpus tag to
the head of the sequence. The attention mechanism
will ensure that the vector of the corpus tag and the
vector of each other position generate sufficiently
complex calculations to bring the corpus and task
information to each character.
2.2 CRF Decoder
We use conditional random field (CRF) (Lafferty
et al., 2001) to do the final decoding work in POS
tagging, CWS, and NER tasks. In CRF, the con-
ditional probability of a label sequence can be for-
malized as:
P (Y |X) = 1
Z(x; θ)
exp(
T∑
t=1
θT1 f1(X, yt)+
T−1∑
t=1
θT2 f2(X, yt, yt+1)). (1)
Compared to decoding using MLP only, CRF uti-
lizes the information before the current position.
Our experiments found that, when performing
multi-task learning, compared to training on a sin-
gle task, not using CRF will greatly reduce the
performance of CWS and POS tagging. The per-
formance improvement brought by CRF is worth
the cost of its runtime.
2.3 Biaffine Parser with Output of POS
tagging
This task refers to the work of Yan et al. (2020).
Yan’s work uses the biaffine parser to solve both
CWS and dependency parsing tasks. Compared
to Yan’s work, our model will use the output of
POS tagging for two reasons. First, dependency
parsing has a large semantic and formal gap with
other tasks, and sharing the parameter space with
other tasks will reduce its performance. Our exper-
imental results show that when the prediction of
dependency parsing is independent of other tasks,
the performance is worse than that of training de-
pendency parsing only. And using the output of
POS, dependency parsing can get more informa-
tion, such as word segmentation and POS tagging
labels. More importantly, users have the need to
obtain all information in one sentence. If running
POS tagging and dependency parsing separately,
the word segmentation results by the two tasks may
conflict, and this contradiction cannot be resolved
by engineering methods. Even if there is error prop-
agation in this way, when the POS tagging accuracy
is high enough, the impact is acceptable.
When predicting dependency parsing, we first
add the POS tagging corpus tag at the head of the
original sentence to get the POS tagging output.
Then we add the corpus tag of dependency parsing
at the head of the original sentence to get the feature
vector. Then, using the word segmentation results
from POS tagging to split the feature vector of
dependency parsing by token. The feature vectors
of characters in a token are averaged to represent
the token. In addition, embedding is established for
POS tagging labels, with the same dimension as the
feature vector. The feature vector of each token is
added to the embedding vector by position, and the
result is input into the biaffine parser. During the
training phase, the model uses golden POS tagging
labels. Of course, the premise of using POS tagging
output is that the corpus contains both dependency
parsing and POS tagging information.
2.4 Training Strategy
We mainly applied three training strategies: warm-
up, Theseus strategy, and task iteration strategy.
Warm-Up: The idea of warm-up comes from He
et al. (2016). During fine-tuning, in order to pre-
vent randomly initialized parameters from causing
pre-trained BERT to oscillate, the learning rate in-
creases linearly from 0 to the maximum. In order
to a better fit, the learning rate decreases linearly to
0 after reaching the maximum value. Finally, the
learning rate curve and the x-axis form a triangle.
Theseus Strategy: Theseus strategy (Xu et al.,
2020) is a way to compress BERT, and we use it
to train the base version of the model. As shown
in Figure 2, after getting the large version of the
model we use the module replacement strategy to
train the four-layer base version of the model. The
base version of the model is initialized with the
first four layers of BERT, and its layer i is bound
to the layer 2i − 1 and 2i of the large version of
the model. They are the corresponding modules.
The training phase is divided into two parts. In the
first part, we randomly choose whether to replace
the corresponding module in the A version of the
model, and we make a choice in each module. We
layer 1
layer 2
layer 1
layer 2
layer 3
layer 4
...... ......
base version large version
Figure 2: This diagram shows how to train the base
version of the model using Theseus strategy. The red
arrow represents a possible data path during training.
freeze the parameters of the large version of the
model when using gradients to update parameters.
The replacement probability p is initialized to 0.5
and decreases linearly to 0. In the second part,
We only use the base version of the model, no
replacement.
Task Iteration Strategy: In training phase, the
samples of each step comes from the same task, and
the task selection of every step requires a strategy.
We tried three strategies.
The first is to iterate one by one in sequence,
skipping tasks that have already been iterated. The
disadvantage of this method is that in the end the
model is only trained on the task with the largest
amount of data, resulting in performance bias on
different tasks.
The second is to iterate by probability according
to the remaining data of each task. The probability
of each task being selected can be formalized as:
pi =
ni∑T
j=1 nj
. (2)
Where pi represents the probability of the i-th task
being selected,ni represents the current remaining
amount of data for the i-th task. When the data
volume of each task is very different, the task with
fewer data will be iterated at the end of each epoch.
However, this will conflict with the warm-up strat-
egy, because the learning rate of tasks with a small
amount of data is either too large or too small in
each epoch.
preprocess
sentences
tensors kernel model
task
tags
parsing
readable sentences
Figure 3: The workflow of fastHan. At each stage,
fastHan needs to act according to the task currently be-
ing performed.
The third strategy is to divide all tasks into k
shares as much as possible, where k is the data
amount of the task with the least data. In this way,
each epoch can be divided into k big iterations.
Within each big iteration, 1k of the data of each task
is taken, and then each task is iterated one by one
in sequence. This can solve the shortcomings of
the first two strategies.
3 fastHan
FastHan is a Chinese NLP toolkit based on the
above model, developed based on fastNLP and Py-
Torch. FastNLP is a modularized and extensible
NLP framework that can quickly implement NLP
tasks and build complex models.
To install fastHan, users just need one line of
command:
pip install fastHan
3.1 Workflow
When FastHan initializes, it first loads the pre-
trained model parameters from the file system.
Then, fastHan uses the parameters to initialize
BERT and randomly initialize a kernel model. At
last, fastHan load the pre-trained parameters to the
kernel model.
After initialization, FastHan’s workflow is
shown in Figure 3. In the preprocessing stage,
fastHan first adds a corpus tag to the head of each
sentence according to the current task and then
uses the vocabulary to convert the sentence into
a batch of vectors as well as padding. FastHan is
robust and does not preprocess the original sen-
tence redundantly, such as removing stop words,
processing numbers, and English words.
In the parsing phase, fastHan first converts the
label sequence into character form and then parses
it. The final result will divide the original sentence
Figure 4: An example of using fastHan. On the left is the code entered by the user, and on the right is the
corresponding output.
into several tokens, each token has some attributes.
FastHan defines the Sentence and Token classes to
store the output results, which is highly readable.
3.2 Usage
As shown in Figure 4, fastHan is very easy to use.
It only needs one line of code to initialize, where
users can choose to use the base or large version of
the model. When using it for the first time, fastHan
will automatically download the parameters.
When calling fastHan, users need to select the
task to be performed. The POS tagging task con-
tains the information of CWS, while the depen-
dency parsing task contains the POS tagging in-
formation. The information on the NER task is
independent of other tasks. POS tagging and de-
pendency parsing tasks use CTB label sets, while
the NER task uses the MSRA label set.
The input of FastHan can be a string or a list of
strings. In the output of fastHan, users can access
sentences and tokens in sentences by index. Each
token has four attributes, used to represent informa-
tion of POS, NER, and dependency parsing.
3.3 Other Functions
FastHan can use the set cws style function to
change the word segmentation style. Each CWS
corpus has different granularity and coverage. By
changing the corpus tag, fastHan will segment
words in the style of the corresponding corpus.
Besides, fastHan can use the set device function
to change the device where the model is located.
By using GPU, fastHan can greatly improve the
execution speed.
4 Evaluation
We evaluate fastHan in terms of accuracy and exe-
cution speed. Some hyper-parameters of fastHan
Hyper-Parameter Value
max learning-rate 3e-5
training epoch 10
drop out 0.1
batch size 32
weight decay 0.01
betas (0.9,0.999)
Table 1: Some important hyper-parameters of fastHan
when training the kernel model. Betas is a hyper-
parameter for the optimizer.
are shown in Table 1. When training fastHan, we
use AdamW optimizer. We use ReLU for all acti-
vation functions.
4.1 Accuracy Test
The accuracy test is performed on the test set of
training data. We refer to the CWS corpora used
by (Huang et al., 2019), including PKU, MSR, AS,
CITYU (Emerson, 2005), CTB6 (Xue et al., 2005),
SXU (Jin and Chen, 2008), UD, CNC, WTB (Wang
et al., 2014) and ZX (Zhang et al., 2014). More
details can be found in Huang et al. (2019). For
POS tagging and dependency parsing, we use the
Penn Chinese Treebank 9.0 (CTB-9) (Xue et al.,
2005). For NER, we use MSRA and OntoNotes.
We conduct an additional set of experiments to
make the base version of fastHan trained on each
task separately. The final result is shown in Table
2. Both base and large models perform satisfacto-
rily. It can be found that multi-task learning greatly
improves fastHan’s performance on all tasks. The
large version of fastHan outperforms the current
best model in tasks other than dependency parsing.
Model CWS Dependency Parsing POS NER MSRA NER OntoNotes
F Fudep Fldep F F F
SOTA models 97.1 85.66 81.71 93.15 95.25 79.92
fastHan base trained separately 97.15 80.2 75.12 94.27 92.2 80.3
fastHan base trained jointly 97.27 81.22 76.71 94.88 94.33 82.86
fastHan large trained jointly 97.41 85.52 81.38 95.66 95.50 83.82
Table 2: The results of fastHan’s accuracy result. The score of CWS is the average of 10 corpora. When training
dependency parsing separately, the biaffine parser use the same architecture as Yan et al. (2020). SOTA models are
best-performing work we know for each task. They came from Huang et al. (2019), Yan et al. (2020), Meng et al.
(2019), Diao et al. (2019) and Jie and Lu (2019) in order.
Models CPU GPU
fastHan base 25-55 22-111
fastHan large 14-28 21-97
Table 3: Speed test for fastHan. The numbers in the
table represent the average number of sentences pro-
cessed per second. The smaller value is the processing
speed of dependency parsing, and the larger value is the
processing speed of other tasks.
4.2 Speed Test
The speed test was performed on a personal
computer configured with Intel Core i5-9400f +
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1660ti. The model was
speed-tested on the first 800 sentences of the CTB
CWS corpus, with an average of 45.2 characters
per sentence and a batch size of 8.
The result is shown in Table 3. Dependency pars-
ing runs slower, and the other tasks run at about the
same speed. The base model with GPU performs
poorly in dependency parsing because the use of
POS tagging output in dependency parsing requires
a lot of CPU calculations, and the acceleration ef-
fect of GPU is less than the burden of information
transfer.
5 Conclusion
We presented fastHan, a BERT-based toolkit for
CWS, NER, POS, and dependency parsing in Chi-
nese NLP. After our optimization, fastHan has the
characteristics of high accuracy, small size, and
ease of use.
In the future, fastHan will continue to improve,
with better performance and more functions.
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